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Ozark Integrated Circuits (Ozark IC) has received a NASA Small Business  
Innovation Research Phase II award to design and build a prototype of their 2-D 
ultraviolet (UV) Imager to continue NASA’s goal of Venus surface missions. With 
the Phase I award Ozark IC proved its UV sensor could operate within Venus’  
extreme temperature range, 470° C, for up to 100 hours, which is 10x the target 
that was proposed. This UV sensor is the base component for Ozark IC’s UV 2-D 
Imager prototype which will be available for testing by NASA by late 2017. The 
end product will be a SiC (Silicon Carbide) microchip that can capture UV images 
in a digital format from terrestrial, planetary, and cosmic sources and can operate 
with high reliability under prolonged exposure to intense UV light and severe 
temperatures. NASA can use the Imager to observe areas on Earth as well as  
other objects in space. For Earth observations, being able to see where UV is 
coming from can identify ocean oil spills and volcanic activity. The high dynamic 
range of the Imager will also enable the composition of faint and distant objects 
to be observed, an important aspect of planetary and scientific research. 
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After receiving the NASA SBIR Phase I and Phase II awards, Matt Francis, the CEO of Ozark IC, recently spoke at the 
SBIR Road Tour on April 19th, 2016 in Little Rock, AR. “It was a great experience and I'd really like to thank Rebecca 
Norman and the staff at ASBTDC for their hard work in getting the event in Arkansas.  I was able to speak with six 
different agencies in one morning - a great opportunity! The panel I participated in was focused on the lessons 
learned in the SBIR program, really to give some pointers to new companies attending that were looking to submit 
their first proposal.  We discussed the need for early preparation, working with contacts within the agencies to best 
understand the problems, how to get market validation, and obstacles to expect when writing your proposal and 
winning your first award.  One takeaway was to find and use as many local resources as possible, such as ASBTDC, 
Technology Ventures at the UofA, Innovate Arkansas and AEDC.” After returning from the Road Tour, on April 29th, 
Ozark IC was chosen, along with 339 others, to receive an additional $125,000 
SBIR Phase I award from NASA.  
 
Matt also shared how the Arkansas Research and Technology Park has been  
beneficial to Ozark IC’s success: “The ARTP provides excellent lab and office 
space to emerging high-tech companies like ours.  Access to university  
facilities and expertise at reasonable costs is what really drew us here.  The 
High Density Electronics Center (HiDEC) in particular is a huge advantage for a 
small semiconductor company like ours since they allow us to assemble,  
package and test our chips without large upfront capital investments in  
equipment and infrastructure.” 

Photo: Matt Francis, CEO of Ozark 

Integrated Circuits with SBA  

Administrator Maria Contreras 

Sweet after speaking at the SBIR 

Road Tour Event April 19, 2016 in 

Little Rock, AR  
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BIG EXPANSION 
BlueInGreen (BIG) has been reaping the benefits of receiving the grand prize at 

the Green Summit in Taiwan in November 2015. Recently BIG has constructed 

and finished the installation of a HyDOZ system (example at right) for 

the City of Fayetteville Noland Wastewater Treatment Plant. HyDOZ 

uses dissolved ozone to efficiently and effectively sanitize water 

which can eliminate chlorine use in primary disinfection. It also  

decreases the amount of organics, which reduces the amount of  

disinfection by-products formed from secondary disinfection with 

chlorine. BIG’s sales have also reached outside of Arkansas to  

Louisiana where BIG completed the installation of two SDOX-CS  

systems, which eliminate sulfide production by promoting an aerobic 

environment. The dual SDOX-CS units will work simultaneously to  

prevent odor and corrosion issues within the city’s wastewater  

collection system feeding at the East Bank Wastewater Treatment 

Plant in Jefferson Parish, LA.  

Wattglass LLC has been awarded a $746,366 SBIR Phase II grant from the National Science Foundation to  

continue developing a coating technology that increases the efficiency of solar panels. The coating has a  

nanoparticle base which changes the way water reacts to the glass surface making the glass antireflective, 

self-cleaning and highly transparent. With the grant, Wattglass founder and chief technology officer, Corey  

Thompson, has expanded his team with an additional full time hire as well as utilizing contractors to help 

push the development of the coating. “It’s also helped us further conversations with industry players that 

are interested in implementing the technology. We’re working with some of the largest glass and solar  

manufacturers in the world with the target of doing pilot level demonstrations. We’re developing a highly  

antireflective coating for glass and other transparent substrates that also imparts anti-fogging and self-

cleaning characteristics to the surface. The SBIR 

grants have helped us to scale from coating  

microscope slides to full scale modules, while also 

achieving durability and performance that is  

unmatched by current products in the market,” 

said Thompson.  

Left to Right: Corey 

Thompson,  Brennen 

Freiburger and Drew 

Fleming. Photo courtesy 

of Matt Reynolds 
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Many exciting things are on the horizon for the BiologicsMD, Inc. located at the  

Arkansas Research and Technology Park. The company’s focus is to develop highly-

targeted or “smart” therapies for the treatment of hair-loss and severe bone disorders 

using their core targeting and treatment technologies. Their lead compound, BMD-

1141, is being developed for the regrowth of hair and prevention of hair-loss associat-

ed with alopecia areata, an autoimmune skin disease. BiologicsMD is currently raising 

$4 million to move BMD-1141 into the clinic. Towards that goal, BiologicsMD is one of 

34 presenting companies to present their research at the Angel Venture Fair on April 

26th at the Union League of Philadelphia. BiologicsMD also presented at the 8th Annual 

Biotech Showcase Investor Conference 2016 in San Francisco, 

CA on January 12th and recently closed the first $400k of their 

open round according to filings at the U.S. Securities &  

Exchange Commission. 

The 4th Annual Inventors Appreciation Banquet 

was hosted on March 30, 2016 by the University 

of Arkansas’ Technology Ventures at the  

Innovation Center at the Arkansas Research and 

Technology Park. Seven faculty inventors were 

honored for their patented work which grants 

them membership in the National Academy of 

Inventors (NAI). The awards of the evening  

included Honorary NAI Membership received by  

U of A Chancellor Joseph Steinmetz and U of A Provost Ashok Saxena. Scott Osborn, associate professor and 

Marty Matlock, professor, of the Department of Biological and Agricultural Engineering and founders of the water 

quality management company, BlueInGreen, were recognized as new NAI initiates. Xianghong Qian, associate 

professor Department of Biomedical Engineering and Ranil Wickramasinghe, professor Department of Chemical 

Engineering also received recognition as new NAI initiates along with plaques honoring their recent patent for 

magnetically responsive membranes that provide superior performance for applications such as treating 

wastewaters. Jia Di, professor Department of Computer Science and Computer Engineering, was honored for his 

2015 designs of advanced low-power integrated circuits that can function in battery-powered devices. Ralph  

Henry, Distinguished Professor Department of Biological Sciences also received a plaque in honor of his 2015  

patent for the development of a protein that binds specifically to methamphetamine. Hameed Naseem professor 

Department of Electrical Engineering received a plaque honoring his 2015 patent for a process to turn amorphous 

silicon into a high-quality crystal silicon for solar and LCD applications.  

Welcome New Hires: 
 

Picasolar 
Garrett Evans 

 

Wolfspeed 
Kuldeep Saxena 

DJ Smith 
David Zoba 

 

New Affiliate:  
 

Arktonics, LLC 
(more information to  

come later) 

The Innovation Center at the ARTP was at its finest while hosting the banquet 

http://www.biologicsmd.com 
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Genesis Technology Incubator 

700  Research Center Blvd.  

Fayetteville, AR 72701 (479) 575-7227 

UA Technology Development Foundation 

535 West Research Center Blvd., Suite 102 

Fayetteville, AR 72701  (479) 575-6964 

 Contact Us               www.uark.edu/ua/artp/

The Enterprise Center 

534 Research Center Blvd,. Box 22.  

Fayetteville, AR 72701 (479) 575-8411 

The Arkansas Research and Technology Park has been hosting Food Trucks each 
Friday in April for Food Truck Friday. Nomad’s Natural Plate, Baller Food Truck, 
Chunky Dunk Cookies and Damgoode Pies have all set up and served our em-
ployees great food! Anyone is welcome to attend Food Truck Friday, 11am-1pm 
at the ARTP in front of the Genesis Building, parking is free!  

 

 

Above: Phil Stafford in 

awe of the Baller Food 

Truck menu 

Above: Baller Food Truck lunch 

served at the ARTP in April. 

Check them out!  

Interested in Food 

Truck Friday? Want 

more information? 

 

Check our Facebook, or 

receive our email. To get 

updates email Lauren 

Beirise at 

lebeiris@uark.edu 

Left: Nomad’s Natural 

Plate serves up gyros 

in front of Genesis 


